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Virtualization is not a new concept, but it is changing the computing industry in a profound way. Server virtualization is now #1 on enterprises’ budget lists. According to analysts, it will continue to be the highest impact trend, changing infrastructure and operations through 2012.

Virtualization became popular for two reasons. First, the hardware (especially x86–based servers) capacity has increased so much that most servers are under utilized. The market demand is strong for consolidating servers and saving operation and management cost. Virtualization has clearly provided a proven solution for this demand. Second, the social awareness of environment protection and energy saving has put green technology into the spotlight. Virtualization addresses this social requirement well by saving electricity consumption.

Today, more than 4 million virtual machines are installed. With the acceleration of hypervisor toward commodity because of increased competition, even more virtual machines will be running along the way.

In this virtualization game, VMware is by far the market leader, with 100 percent coverage of Fortune 100 enterprises. In 2007, the company achieved $1.3 billion revenue and has been growing steadily about 80 percent since its inception in 1998. There were 100,000 customers and 10,000 partners in 2008. The VMware annual conference, VMworld, attracted more than 14,000 attendees in 2008.
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Team Bush : Leadership Lessons from the Bush White HouseMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Team Bush is a gripping portrait of George W. Bush at the helm, one  that transcends politics to provide an inside look at the hands-on specifics of  Bush’s aggressive yet pragmatic leadership style. This fast-paced yet powerful  book explains how the Bush model can be used by any executive to streamline  management and decision...
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Windows Phone 7 SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Listen up! Bestselling author Paul Thurrott whispers little know Windows Phone 7 tips, tricks, and advice...
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3G Handset and Network DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Prepare for a whole new world of added value through the effective application of Third Generation (3G) wireless technology
Written for hardware and software engineers, this hands-on guide shows you how to integrate handheld devices and cell phones with wireless network hardware and software. Geoff Varrall and Roger Belcher arm you with an...
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Independent Component Analysis of Edge Information for Face Recognition (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	The book presents research work on face recognition using edge information as features for face recognition with ICA algorithms. The independent components are extracted from edge information. These independent components are used with classifiers to match the facial images for recognition purpose. In their study, authors have explored Canny...
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Quality Assurance for Dynamics AX-Based ERP SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2008
Dynamics AX is a next-generation ERP system that can be customized in any area to provide a competitive edge by facilitating ERP implementations that follow the time-proven processes being used by businesses. This ERP system not only provides additional flexibilities but also has some other unique features such as its layered customization...
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Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative ToolsWordware Publishing, 2007
Virtual collaborative team environments face unique challenges because their communication is not face-to-face. Managing Virtual Teams: Getting the Most from Wikis, Blogs, and Other Collaborative Tools provides practical advice for managers of distributed teams who must design the internal systems and meet deadlines with a diverse team, and for...
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